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site analysis & project goals
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El Mar’s many boutique hotels  and condo buildings create unique 
architectural character along the corridor.  The streetscape aesthetic 
should respond to these varied styles with consistency.   These 
businesses will need to be fully operational during construction.

This is a primary gateway 
intersection and needs 
crosswalks.

There is a wide range of  edge conditions and paving 
materials along the corridor.  Establishing consistency in the 
streetscape to create a unified corridor will be important.

The project will incorporate Pine 
Avenue to connect to Ocean Drive.

People walk dogs in the planted 
median.  This is a concern that 
needs addressed.

Visual connections to beach portals and parks 
should be considered.  These are key gateways 
between El Mar and the beachfront. 

Commercial Boulevard’s plaza, roundabout, and 
pier are Lauderdale-by-the-Sea’s main anchor and 
beach gateway.  This area is a destination point.  
The El Mar streetscape will visually connect to  
Commercial in its design aesthetic.   

The street’s current light poles have a traditional 
look.  We will look for feedback from the public on 
a design direction for new light poles and fixtures.

Access to parking areas must be 
maintained and/or enhanced.

Labeled G1, this intersection with  
Commercial Boulevard is El Mar’s 
core gateway intersection.

El  Mar consists of a hierarchy of beach gateway intersections 
that help to organize it as a corridor.  Washingtonia and El Prado 
on North El Mar are primary gateways (labeled G2), since these 
portals include parks.  Those intersections might include specialty 
pavement and other signature elements.  Datura, Hibiscus, 
and Palm would be secondary gateways.  These might include  
crosswalks with a potential for specialty paving.  Commercial Blvd. 
is the core beach gateway that El Mar feeds into from the north 
and south.  Reinforcing this hierarchy will help to unify El Mar as a 
visually cohesive corridor. 

The median breaks in some 
areas to allow a walkway-width 
opening for people to access 
pools or hotel amenities on 
the opposite side of the street.  

This is Commercial Boulevard’s core 
beachfront area.  Its restaurants 
make it a destination for both locals 
and tourists. El Mar’s streetscape 
character needs to respond to the 
aesthetics established in this area.  El 
Mar also is used as a service corridor 
for these restaurants; improvements 
should streamline service access and 
improve functionality. 
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These intersections highlighted in turquoise  and 
labeled G2 are primary gateways to the beach 
that can help to encourage visual connectivity.  
Specialty paving treatments and other features 
could be considered.  This particular intersection 
has crosswalks, but they should be enhanced.  
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Streamline El Mar as a corridor, both functionally and 
aesthetically, to efficiently move people to Lauderdale-by-
the-Sea’s key destinations – the beach, Ocean Drive, and 
Commercial Boulevard.  

Establish visual connections to Ocean Drive, the beach, and 
Commercial Boulevard to create a unified corridor.

Connect with the Lauderdale-by-the-Sea community to 
determine the program valued most in El Mar’s redevelopment, 
such as sustainability, fitness, and/or improved circulation. 

Create a cohesive corridor by establishing a hierarchy of 
gateway intersections associated with El Mar’s already-
established parks and beach portals.

Ensure that day-to-day operations continue throughout 
construction and local business is undisrupted.

Encourage feedback and provide continuous updates to 
the public during the design and construction process.

Incorporate design language and branding already 
established in Lauderdale-by-the-Sea’s parks and 
Commercial Boulevard streetscape design to create a 
unified streetscape that reinforces Lauderdale-by-the-
Sea’s strong sense of place.  

Use public feedback to design a street tailored 
specifically to the LBTS community’s needs.

Palm Avenue will be included  to 
establish a clear connection to 
Ocean Drive.
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corridor features and context

BEACH PORTALS

BEACHFRONT PARKS

COMMERCIAL BOULEVARD ROUNDABOUT

BRAND-REINFORCING BANNERS AND SIGNAGE 

SIGNATURE PAVING ON COMMERCIAL 
BOULEVARD

ANGLIN’S FISHING PIER

BRAND-REINFORCING FURNISHINGS

BOUTIQUE HOTELS

COMMERCIAL OCEANFRONT PLAZA & PAVILION

BEACH ACCESS

COMMERCIAL BOULEVARD BEACH GATEWAY 
CORE AND RESTAURANTS

LANDSCAPING
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observations: streetscape conditions

UNNECESSARILY WIDE INTERSECTIONS could be 
reduced with bump-outs.

SIDEWALKS ARE TOO NARROW and are cluttered 
with utility poles.

LACK OF SHADE ALONG WALKWAYS

NEED FOR CROSSWALKS WITH CONSISTENT PAVING 
TREATMENTS

MEDIAN BREAKS and mid-block crossings are 
inadequately marked and inconsistently designed.

DRAINAGE COULD BE IMPROVED by incorporating 
retention into the median or along the curb line.

DOG RELIEF AREAS NEED TO BE ADDRESSED to 
prevent people from crossing the road to reach the 
median.

BEACH GATEWAYS SHOULD BE EXTENSIONS OF 
THE STREETSCAPE and more integral with El Mar.

ROAD WIDTH COULD BE REDUCED – right of way 
proportions seem unbalanced.

GATEWAY PLANTING AT INTERSECTIONS could be 
considered to define beach access points, as well as 
create visual connections and stronger presence.

INCONSISTENT HARDSCAPE PALETTE

INCONSISTENT EDGE CONDITIONS call for a 
streamlined approach to the streetscape design.


